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Abstract—In this paper, we study how to determine concurrent
transmissions and the transmission power level of each link to
maximize spectrum efficiency and minimize energy consumption
in a wireless ad hoc network. The optimal joint transmission
packet scheduling and power control strategy are determined
when the node density goes to infinity and the network area
is unbounded. Based on the asymptotic analysis, we determine
the fundamental capacity limits of a wireless network, subject
to an energy consumption constraint. We propose a scheduling
and transmission power control mechanism to approach the
optimal solution to maximize spectrum and energy efficiencies
in a practical network. The distributed implementation of the
proposed scheduling and transmission power control scheme is
presented based on our MAC framework proposed in [1]. Sim-
ulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme achieves
40% higher throughput than existing schemes. Also, the energy
consumption using the proposed scheme is about 20% of the
energy consumed using existing power saving MAC protocols.
Index Terms—Ad hoc networks, radio spectrum efficiency,
energy efficiency, spatial reuse, transmission power control,
medium access control (MAC).
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing number of mobile devices and volume of
mobile Internet traffic necessitate dense deployment of Internet
access points (APs) in an ad hoc manner to increase network
capacity via shorter communication links [2]. Also, diverse
peer-to-peer communications [3], [4] are emerging to increase
spectrum and energy efficiencies via shorter communication
links and to interconnect several billion physical objects and
integrate them into the existing networks. Such a dense and
dynamic network of mobile nodes and APs and diverse peer-
to-peer communications require to establish an effective ad hoc
network to efficiently utilize radio spectrum and to minimize
energy consumption.
In a wireless network, the data rate and energy consumption
of a link depend on the transmission power level of the source
node, the distance between source and destination, and the
amount of interference at the destination node. The amount
of interference at a destination depends on the distance to
interfering source nodes and their transmission power level.
Thus, the achievable data rate and energy consumption of
transmitting links are interrelated. The set of concurrent trans-
missions and the transmission power level of each source
should be properly determined to efficiently utilize radio
spectrum and reduce energy consumption. In addition, a radio
interface consumes a significant amount of energy in the
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idle mode in which it is not transmitting/receving a packet.
The energy consumption can be reduced by putting the radio
interface in a sleep mode, however, the awake and active times
of the radio interface should be properly scheduled to avoid
missing incoming packets [1], [5]–[8].
Although increasing spatial reuse allows more concur-
rent transmissions, it also decreases the signal-to-noise-plus
interference-ratio (SINR) at the receivers. Therefore, the data
rate of each transmission decreases as a result of a lower
SINR. The trade-off between the increased spatial reuse and
the decreased data rate has been studied in [9], [10] when
using a CSMA/CA MAC. It is shown that the network capacity
depends only on the ratio of the transmission power level to
the carrier sensing threshold (i.e., carrier sensing range). It is
proposed that all nodes use a same carrier sensing threshold
and each source node adjusts its transmission power level
based on its distance from the destination. However, when only
carrier sensing is used, the transmission rates must be adjusted
for the worst case interference to ensure successful reception
of packets at the receiver. As a result, the transmission power
control schemes (in which nodes independently choose their
transmission power levels) cannot fully utilize the network
capacity. Also, the CSMA based MAC protocols provide poor
spatial spectrum reuse due to the hidden and exposed node
problems [1], [11]. Centralized scheduling and transmission
power control for wireless ad hoc networks are proposed in
[12], [13].
The optimal scheduling and transmission power control to
maximize total throughput in a two-cell two-link wireless net-
work have been studied in [14]. In the network with two links,
maximizing total throughput leads to binary power control.
That is, each link should transmit at either the maximum
power level or the minimum power level [14]. Motivated by the
optimality of binary power control, the binary power control
is also proposed for multi-cell networks with more than two
links in [15].
The effect of transmission power level on total energy
consumption depends on the energy consumption pattern of
the radio interface [16]–[19]. The energy consumption has
two components: the energy consumed in the radio interface
circuit, and the energy consumed in the amplifier. When the
energy consumption in the amplifier dominates the energy
consumed at the radio interface circuit, the energy consump-
tion per transmitted data bit in a two-link network can be
reduced by decreasing the transmission power level [16].
However, when the energy consumption in the radio interface
circuit is much larger than the energy consumption in the
amplifier, minimizing the energy consumption per transmitted
data bit in a two-link network is equivalent to maximizing
network throughput [16]. Generally, the transmission power
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2level for minimal energy consumption depends on the energy
consumption pattern of the radio interface and the network
condition. Thus, transmission at the minimum power level (as
in [20]–[23]) does not always reduce the energy consumption.
In [1], we present a novel MAC scheme for a wireless
ad hoc network. All node transmissions are dynamically
scheduled by a set of coordinator nodes that are distributed
over the network coverage area. A coordinator node monitors
source nodes’ transmission requests in its proximity, actively
exchanges scheduling information with its adjacent coordi-
nators, and periodically determines contention-free transmis-
sion/reception times for nodes in its vicinity. For each sched-
uled transmission a proper space area around the receiver
node is reserved to guarantee the required link SINR and
enhance spatial spectrum reuse. Moreover, the deterministic
data transmission time allows nodes to stay awake only when
they are transmitting/receiving a packet to minimize idle-
listening energy consumption.
In this paper, we study efficient joint transmission schedul-
ing and power control in a wireless ad hoc network. We
show that the asymptotic optimal scheduling and transmission
power control can be determined when node density in the
network goes to infinity and the network area is unbounded.
By analyzing the asymptotic optimal solution, we determine
the fundamental limits of maximum spectrum and energy
efficiencies in a wireless network. To approach the maximum
spectrum and energy efficiencies in a practical network, we
assign a transmission power level and a target interference
power level to each link, which are determined based on the
asymptotic optimal values. The concurrent transmissions at
each time slot are scheduled such that the actual power of
interference at the scheduled destination nodes are close to
the target interference levels for efficient spectrum and energy
utilization. We present a distributed implementation of the
proposed scheduling and transmission power control scheme
based on our MAC framework proposed in [1].
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
1) We analyze asymptotic joint optimal scheduling and
transmission power control, and determine the fundamental
limits of network capacity, subject to an energy efficiency
constraint;
2) Based on the asymptotic optimal solution, we propose a
novel scheduling and transmission power control framework to
approach maximum spectrum and energy efficiencies in a prac-
tical network. Also, we present a distributed implementation
of the proposed scheme using only local network information;
3) The throughput and energy consumption of our pro-
posed scheduling and transmission power control framework
are evaluated in comparison with existing schemes. A new
scheduling efficiency metric is introduced to compare the
efficiency of different schemes with the asymptotic optimal
solution.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The system
model is presented in Section II. In Section III, we analyze
asymptotic joint optimal scheduling and transmission power
control and determine the maximum spectrum and energy
efficiencies in the wireless network. We propose a scheduling
and transmission power control framework to approach the
optimal solution in a practical network in Section IV. Simu-
lation results are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI
concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a wireless ad hoc network where all network nodes
use a shared radio channel for transmissions. We focus on
single-hop transmissions as, at the MAC layer, each node com-
municates with one or more of its one-hop neighboring nodes1.
Nodes are randomly distributed in the network area and the
destination of each source node is randomly selected from the
rest nodes within maximum data transmission distance dmax.
Let L denote the number of links and l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L} denote a
link; The source and destination nodes of link l are denoted by
Sl and Dl, respectively. Network links are considered to be
directional (i.e., transmission from a source to a destination
node). Bidirectional communications (such as a TCP link)
between two nodes are handled by scheduling two different
directional links. We denote the distance from the source node
of link l to the destination node of link k by dlk, and the
associated channel gain is hlk = cdlk−α, where c is a constant
and α is the path-loss exponent2.
Time is partitioned into slots of constant durations. Consider
a scheduling interval of T slots, and let t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T} denote
time slot index3. We assume that dlk, with l, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., L},
is constant over T time slots. Let γ¯ = [γlt]L×T denote the
transmission power matrix, where γlt denotes the transmission
power level of source node of link l at time slot t. Let u¯ =
[ult]L×T denote the scheduling matrix, where ult = 1 if link
l is scheduled for transmission at time slot t and ult = 0
otherwise. A scheduled link transmits a data packet during a
time slot that is scheduled. The SINR at the destination of
link l at slot t is given by ηlt = ultγlthllN0+
∑
k 6=l uktγkthkl
, where
N0 is background noise power and
∑
k 6=l uktγkthkl , Ilt is
the power of interference at the destination. The achievable
channel rate in bit/s/Hz over link l at slot t, using Shannon
formula, is Rlt = log2(1 + ηlt) and the average data rate at
link l can be written as Rl = 1T
∑T
t=1Rlt.
A radio interface can be in transmit, receive, idle and sleep
modes. The power consumption of a radio interface in the
transmit mode to transmit at power level γ is Γc+gaγ, where
Γc is the circuit power consumption and ga > 1 is the inverse
of the power efficiency of radio interface amplifier. The power
consumption in the receive and idle modes is Γc and in the
sleep mode is Γ0. Each node puts its radio interface in sleep
mode when it is not transmitting/receiving data to save energy.
Thus, the sum of power consumption (in Joule/s) at the source
and destination nodes of link l at slot t is Plt = ult × (2Γc +
1Note that the end-to-end communication link between two nodes may
compose of one or several hops whose path/relays can be decided in the
network layer (using a routing algorithm). That is, a link at the MAC layer
can be a single-hop of an end-to-end multi-hop transmission path.
2We assume that physical-layer channel coding deals with channel fading.
3The scheduling interval should be determined based on data traffic and
network dynamics. A very large scheduling interval causes slow adaptation to
data traffic and network changes, while a small scheduling interval leads to
higher scheduling overhead due to more frequent scheduling/signaling slots.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of symmetric scheduling
gaγlt)+(1−ult)× (2Γ0) and the average power consumption
at link l is Pl = 1T
∑T
t=1 Plt. The average energy consumed
per transmitted bit (in Joule/(bit/Hz)) at link l can be written
as El = Pl/Rl.
Joint optimal scheduling and transmission power control are
to find a scheduling matrix and a transmission power matrix
that maximize the network objective function, given by
max
u¯,γ¯
∑L
l=1 wlRl
s. t. Rl ≤ Rˆl, El ≤ Eˆl, l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}
(1)
where wl ∈ [0,∞) is the weighting factor of data rate of link
l, Rˆl denotes the maximum required data rate at link l, and Eˆl
denotes the maximum energy consumption per bit constraint
at link l. To find an optimal solution in (1), we need to solve a
non-convex mixed integer non-linear problem, which is known
to be NP-hard [24], [25].
III. ASYMPTOTIC JOINT OPTIMAL SCHEDULING AND
TRANSMISSION POWER CONTROL
In this section, we study scheduling and transmission power
control in the wireless network as the node density goes
to infinity and the network area is unbounded. Consider a
symmetric link scheduling in an unbounded network area as
illustrated in Figure 1. The network area is partitioned into
equal size hexagonal cells and a link is scheduled inside each
cell. The source and destination distance is the same for all
links and the position of every scheduled link with respect to
all other scheduled links is identical. Due to the symmetry of
scheduled links, the optimal transmission power should be the
same for every scheduled link. Thus, the asymptotic optimal
joint scheduling and transmission power control are to find
a cell size and a transmission power level that maximize the
network objective function. In the following, we analyze the
spectrum and energy efficiencies in the network as the cell
size and transmission power level vary, in order to determine
the optimal scheduling and transmission power control.
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Fig. 2. Plot of function G(·) for different path-loss exponent values
Let d denote the distance between the source and destination
of a link, rg the distance between the center and a vertex of a
cell, and γ the transmission power of every scheduled source
node. The signal power at a destination node is γ(r) = cγd−α.
Let di0, i ∈ {1, 2, ...}, denote the distance from the source
node of an interfering link to the destination node of a target
link. Using unity vectors ~v and ~w, we have
di0 =
∣∣∣∣(m√3rg − d)~v + n√3rg ~w∣∣∣∣ (2)
for some (m,n) ∈ {...,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, ...}2, (m,n) 6= (0, 0),
where || · || denotes the Euclidian distance. By changing
coordinates in (2), we have
di0 =
∣∣∣∣(m√3rg + n√3rg/2− d)~x+ (3nrg/2)~y∣∣∣∣
=
[(
m
√
3rg + n
√
3rg/2− d
)2
+
(
3nrg/2
)2]1/2
. (3)
The interference power at a destination node can be calculated
as I =
∑∞
i=1 cγdi0
−α. With the assumption that I  N0, the
SINR at a destination node can be calculated as
η =
γ(r)
N0 + I
≈ γ
(r)
I
=
cγd−α∑∞
i=1 cγdi0
−α
=
1∑
(m,n)6=(0,0)
[(m√3rg
d +
n
√
3rg
2d − 1
)2
+
( 3nrg
2d
)2]−α/2
, F ( rgd ). (4)
Also, with frequency reuse, the network space occupied by
each scheduled link is given by
S = 3
√
3/2× r2g . (5)
Using (4) and (5), the total data rate (bit/s/Hz) per unit network
area can be written as
R˜ =
log2(1 + η)
S
=
1
d2
× log2 (1 + F (rg/d))
3
√
3/2× (rg/d)2 . (6)
According to (6), the total data rate depends on the ratio
rg/d , r′g , and can be maximized by choosing r′g to maximize
log2(1+F (r′g))
3
√
3/2×r′g2
, G(r′g). Function G(·) is plotted in Figure 2
for different path-loss exponent values. Also, the maximum
achievable data rate is inversely proportional to the square of
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the link distance, 1/d2. On the other hand, energy consumption
per transmitted data bit (Joule/(bit/Hz)) is
E =
(2Γc + gaγ)/S
R˜
=
2Γc + gaγ
log2 (1 + F (rg/d))
(7)
where 2Γc + gaγ denotes the sum of power consumption in
the source and destination nodes of a scheduled link (with
the assumption that power consumption in a source node is
Γc + gaγ, in a destination node is Γc and in a non-scheduled
node is negligible. According to (7), the energy consumption
per transmitted data bit decreases as the distance between
scheduled links increases (i.e., as rg increases).
We set the objective of joint scheduling and transmission
power control to maximize the total data rate per unit network
area, while keeping the amount of consumed energy per trans-
mitted data bit below a threshold, Eˆ, as an energy efficiency
constraint. That is,
max
γ,rg
1
d2
× log2
(
1 + F (
rg
d )
)
3
√
3
2 ×
( rg
d
)2
s. t.
2Γc + gaγ
log2
(
1 + F (
rg
d )
) ≤ Eˆ, F (rg
d
) ≥ ηmin
(8)
where ηmin is the minimum required SINR at a destination
node for successful signal detection. The objective function
in (8) is consistent with (1) in which wl = 1, Rˆl = ∞, and
Eˆl = Eˆ, for every link l. We numerically solve (8) using a
brute-force search over discrete values of γ and rg . Also, an
alternative way to solve (8) based on the Lagrangian multi-
pliers method and Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions is
discussed in the Appendix. Figure 3 shows spectrum efficiency
and energy consumption per bit with optimized transmission
power and cell size, as the the energy consumption constraint
Eˆ varies.
IV. SCHEDULING AND TRANSMISSION POWER CONTROL
In a practical wireless network, scheduled links likely can
not be placed in a symmetric manner, because the node
density is finite and the link distances are not identical. Also,
scheduling and transmission power control should be adaptive,
as node location and traffic load vary over time. As discussed
in Section II, the optimal scheduling and transmission power
control are in general solutions of an NP-hard problem. Thus,
we develop a heuristic scheduling and transmission power
control framework based on the asymptotic optimal solution.
The data rate and energy consumption of a link depend
on the transmission power of the source and the power of
interference at the destination node. We schedule links for
transmissions such that the transmission power of source nodes
and the power of interference at destination nodes follow
the asymptotic optimal values. For this purpose, we assign a
transmission power level to the source and a target interference
power level to the destination of each link, which follow the
values that maximize asymptotic spectrum efficiency while
satisfying the energy consumption per bit constraint of the
link. Then, we schedule concurrent links for transmissions
such that the actual power of interference at the destination of
each scheduled link is not larger than but as close as possible
to the determined target interference power of the link. If the
actual interference at a destination node is more than the target
interference power, the data will not be successfully decoded
at receiver (because the actual SINR at the destination node
will be lower than the targeted SINR value used to adjust
transmission data rate at the source node). However, it is
desired to schedule links such that the actual interference at
destinations are close to the target interference of the schedule
links in order to allow more concurrent transmissions.
A. Transmission power and target interference power
We determine the transmission power and target interference
power for a link based on the levels that maximize the
asymptotic spectrum efficiency (data rate per unit area) while
maintaining the energy consumption per bit of the link below
a threshold. Using (4), we have
rg
d
= F−1(
γ
I
). (9)
By substituting (9) in (6) and (7), for transmission between a
pair of source and destination nodes with distance dll, setting
the transmission power to γl and the target interference power
to I˜l provides the asymptotic spectrum efficiency
R˜l =
1
dll
2 ×
log2
(
1 + cγldll
−α
I˜l
)
3
√
3
2 ×
[
F−1
(
cγldll−α
I˜l
)]2 (10)
and energy consumption per transmitted bit
El =
2Γc + gaγ
log2
(
1 + cγldll
−α
I˜l
) . (11)
According to (10), the asymptotic spectrum efficiency is
inversely proportional to the link distance square, dll2, and
depends on the ratio of transmission power to target interfer-
ence power, γl/I˜l. Also, the optimal ratio γl/I˜l depends on
the link distance, dll.
In a practical wireless network, the distances between the
source and destination nodes of different links are different
in general. Thus, the desired ratios of transmission power to
interference power for links with different distances are differ-
ent. Given the different desired ratios of transmission power to
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interference power for the links, the transmission power and
target interference power values should be prudently chosen
such that links can be scheduled with actual interference power
close to the target interference level at every scheduled link for
efficient spatial spectrum reuse. The transmission power of a
link determines the minimum distance between its source node
and the destination of rest scheduled links, however, its target
interference level determines the minimum distance between
its destination node and the source node of rest scheduled
links. To illustrate, consider a two-link network depicted in
Figure 4. As transmission power of S1 increases, the amount
of interference imposed by S1 on D2 also increases. Thus,
to maintain a target interference level, d12 must be increased.
Similarly, decreasing the target interference in D1 requires
larger distance d21 to reduce the imposed interference from
S2 on D1. Therefore, it is desired that a link with higher
transmission power to also have lower target interference level
for efficient spatial spectrum reuse. To study how to choose the
transmission power and target interference value of different
links, we consider a two-link network as illustrated in Figure
4. We assume that β1 and β2 are independent and uniformly
distributed in [0, 2pi]. We also assume that the distances
between the source and destination of the links, d11 and d22,
in different two-link network realizations, are independent and
have an identical distribution. Let E(d11) = E(d22) = m1 and
E(d11
2) = E(d22
2) = m2. We consider the distance between
the two source nodes (r in Figure 4) as a measure of the
space occupied by the two scheduled links. Thus, it is desired
to minimize the expected distance r (over random realization
of β1, d11, β2 and d22) to minimize the average occupied
space for the scheduled links and, as a result, maximize spatial
spectrum reuse. Both links can be scheduled concurrently only
if the actual interference power at each link is not greater than
its target level. That is
Ij = cγidij
−α ≤ I˜j ⇒ dij ≥
(cγi
I˜j
) 1
α
, (i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}
(12)
According to Figure 4, we have
dij =
√
(r − xj)2 + yj2 =
√
r2 − 2rdjj cos(βj) + djj2.
(13)
By substituting (13) in (12), the required conditions to sched-
ule both links concurrently can be written as
r2 − 2rdjj cos(βj) + djj2 ≥
(cγi
I˜j
) 2
α
, (i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}.
(14)
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Taking expectation (with respect to βj and djj , j ∈ {1, 2}) from
both sides of (14), we obtain
E(r2) ≥ max
[(cγ1
I˜2
) 2
α −m2,
(cγ2
I˜1
) 2
α −m2
]
. (15)
According to (15), the expected square of distance, E(r2),
increases as the transmission power levels increase and tar-
get interference power levels decrease. Also, E(r2) can be
decreased by setting(cγ1
I˜2
) 2
α −m2 =
(cγ2
I˜1
) 2
α −m2 ⇒ γ1× I˜1 = γ2× I˜2. (16)
Thus, the average occupied space for scheduling links is
decreased (i.e., actual interference power levels are close to
the target interference power levels in both links) when the
product of transmission power and target interference power
is identical for every link. This constraint ensures that a link
with greater transmission power to target interference level
ratio is optimally assigned both a higher transmission power
and a lower target interference for efficient spatial spectrum
reuse. Motivated by the analysis for the two-link network,
we maintain the product of transmission power and target
interference power at a fixed value for all links in the network.
Therefore, we determine the transmission power γ∗l and
target interference power I˜∗l for link l, such that asymptotic
spectrum efficiency (10) is maximized subject to energy
consumption per bit (11) smaller than a threshold, while
maintaining the product of transmission power and target
interference power at a fixed value. Thus, transmission power
γ∗l and target interference power I˜
∗
l are calculated as follows.
[γ∗l , I˜
∗
l ] = arg max
γl,I˜l
1
dll
2 ×
log2
(
1 + cγldll
−α
I˜l
)
3
√
3
2 ×
[
F−1
( cγld−αll
I˜l
)]2
s. t.
2Γc + gaγl
log2
(
1 +
cγld
−α
ll
I˜l
) ≤ Eˆl, γl × I˜l = λ,
F (
rg
d
) ≥ ηmin
(17)
where Eˆl is the maximum energy consumption per bit thresh-
old at link l, and constant λ should be chosen based on the
feasible range of transmission power and interference bound
of the links. We numerically solve (17) using a brute-force
search over discrete values of γl and I˜l.
6B. Link scheduling
Given the transmission power and target interference of
different links, concurrent links for transmissions should be
properly determined such that the actual power of interference
at the destination of scheduled links are close to their target
interference power levels. For instance, consider the schedul-
ing scenario illustrated in Figure 5. The first column shows six
links to be scheduled. For simplicity of illustration, we use the
circular areas to show link areas based on their transmission
power and target interference power levels. Any two links
can be scheduled simultaneously only if their circular areas
do not overlap. The scheduled links are indicated by shaded
circular areas in the second and third columns. The second
column shows a weak scheduling plan in which only two
links can be scheduled. A better scheduling plan is represented
in the third column in which three links are scheduled by
properly selecting the set of concurrent scheduled links. The
better scheduling plan that schedules more concurrent links
corresponds to the situation where the actual interference
power levels are closer to the target interference power levels
in the scheduled links, in comparison to the weak scheduling
plan.
We consider a sequential link scheduling scheme to avoid
high complexity. At each step, one link is scheduled for
transmission at a time slot, which are opportunistically de-
termined to have the interference power as close as possible
to the target interference level at the scheduled destinations.
Let u¯i = [uilt]L×T denote the scheduling matrix after step i,
with u¯0 = [0]L×T . The data rate of link l up to sequential
scheduling step i is Ril =
1
T
∑T
t=1 log2
(
1 + uiltγ
∗
l hll/I˜
∗
l
)
.
Let γˆilt denote the maximum transmission power at the source
node of link l at slot t, which does not increase the interference
power at any already scheduled link before step i to more than
its target interference power level. We have
γˆilt = min
k
( I˜∗k −∑j 6=k ui−1jt γ∗j hjk
hlk
)
, k 6= l, ui−1kt = 1. (18)
Similarly, let Iˆilt denote the minimum possible target inter-
ference power for link l at slot t in the presence of already
scheduled links before step i. We have
Iˆilt =
∑
k
ui−1kt γ
∗
khkl, k 6= l. (19)
Thus, at step i, link l can be scheduled at time slot t if γˆilt ≥ γ∗l
and Iˆilt ≤ I˜∗l . The ratio Iˆilt/I˜∗l indicates how close the target
interference power and the actual interference power are at
link l at slot t in ith step, while γ∗l /γˆ
i
lt is the indication for
the link closet to link l, after scheduling link l at slot t at ith
step. Thus, at step i, we schedule link li for time slot ti for
highest product Iˆilt/I˜
∗
l × γ∗l /γˆilt, given by
[li, ti] = arg max
l,t
( γ∗l
γˆilt
× Iˆ
i
lt
I˜∗l
)
, l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}, t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T}
s. t. γˆilt ≥ γ∗l , Iˆilt ≤ I˜∗l , Ril ≤ Rˆl.
(20)
In each step, the solution of (20) can be calculated using a
brute-force search over all links and time slots. For fairness,
Start
i=1
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Fig. 6. Flowchart operations of proposed link scheduling scheme.
scheduling is performed in several rounds and in each round a
link is scheduled at most once. The sequential scheduling steps
in each round continue until every link is either scheduled once
or cannot be scheduled. The scheduling rounds continue until
no new link can be scheduled. Figure 6 illustrates operations
of the proposed link scheduling scheme.
C. Distributed scheduling
It is desired to have a distributed implementation of the
proposed scheduling and transmission power control scheme,
based on only local network information. According to (17),
the transmission power and target interference power can be
determined independently at each link. In Subsection IV-B,
links are scheduled sequentially based on the information of
already scheduled links using (20). However, the information
of local scheduled links is the most relevant information
to schedule links for transmission, because the power of
interference decreases exponentially with distance. The power
of interference at the destination node of link l at time slot
t caused by source nodes of the scheduled links at distance
farther than d0 (> 0) is∑
k 6= l, dkl > d0
uktγkthkl ≤ c0γmaxd0−α , I0 (21)
where c0 is a constant and γmax denotes the maximum
transmission power level. Thus, using only the information
of scheduled local links within distance d0 and I0, we can
estimate the power of interference at a link to calculate (18)
and (19) that are required for the link scheduling scheme
in (20). As an example, consider scheduling of link l at
time slot t when two other links are already scheduled at
7C5
C4
C3
C2
C0
C6
C1
rg
ra
rn
Fig. 7. Partitioning the network area into hexagonal cells, where Ci, i ∈
{0, 1, 2, ...}, denotes the coordinator of cell i. A circular area centred at
each coordinator denotes the location area of the nodes that their scheduling
information is broadcasted by the coordinator (ra = 1.5rg).
Fig. 8. Structure of one frame of the proposed MAC framework.
time slot t within distance d0 with transmission power and
target interference levels γ∗1 , I˜
∗
1 and γ
∗
2 , I˜
∗
2 , respectively.
We have γˆilt = min
(
I˜∗1−γ∗2h21−I0
hl1
,
I˜∗2−γ∗1h12−I0
hl2
)
and Iˆilt =
γ∗1h1l + γ
∗
1h1l + I0.
To coordinate distributed link scheduling, we employ a
set of coordinator nodes distributed over the network area
to collect and exchange local network information and to
periodically schedule links in a distributed manner. In the
following, we describe the proposed MAC framework (which
is based on our scheme proposed in [1]) to coordinate link
scheduling based on source node transmission requests. The
network coverage area is partitioned into hexagonal cells as
shown in Figure 7. The distance rg between the center and
a vertex of a cell is chosen such that rg ≥ dmax. Therefore,
the destination node of each source node is either in the same
cell or an adjacent cell. A coordinator node is placed at the
center of each cell to coordinate all transmissions for nodes
inside the cell. Figure 8 shows the frame structure. Each frame
consists of three types of time slots:
1) Contention slots: During contention slots, the source
nodes that want to initiate a transmission contend with
each other using a truncated CSMA MAC scheme to
send a request packet to the cell coordinators. If the
number of contention slots is too small, nodes may not
have enough time to transmit requests to initiate trans-
missions. On the other hand, assigning a large number
of slots as contention slots decreases the number of data
transmission slots which reduces network throughput.
We have presented a mathematical model in [1] to
determine the number contention slots in coordinators
based on traffic load condition;
2) Scheduling slots: Each coordinator node has a schedul-
ing time slot in every frame, in which it broadcasts a
scheduling packet to coordinate all transmissions in its
vicinity;
3) Data slots: Data packet transmissions are performed
during contention-free data slots as scheduled by the
coordinators. A link transmits one data packet during a
data slot that is scheduled for transmission.
A coordinator node maintains the following information about
each link in its vicinity:
1) The source and destination locations;
2) The transmission power and target interference level;
3) The set of future data slots that it is scheduled;
4) The amount of data that it has for transmission.
A coordinator receives transmission requests from source
nodes during contention slots. Also, a coordinator receives
the information of scheduled links for the future data slots
by overhearing scheduling packets of adjacent coordinators
during scheduling slots. The scheduling packets of a co-
ordinator contains the information of all future scheduled
data transmissions for every node within distance ra (≥ rg)
from the coordinator4. Figure 7 shows the area centred at a
coordinator where the coordinator obtains the information of
scheduled transmissions by overhearing scheduling packets of
adjacent coordinators. According to Figure 7, a coordinator
node acquires the information of scheduled transmissions
within distance rn = 1.5rg +
√
ra2 − 0.75rg2 and for each
link, depending on the destination node’s location in the
cell, we have d0 ∈ [rn − rg, rn]. Based on the source
node requests for transmission and the information of already
scheduled links, each coordinator periodically schedules data
transmissions for every link with the destination inside its cell
in the future data slots before its own subsequent scheduling
slot. A coordinator node schedules links for transmission ac-
cording to the proposed link scheduling scheme in Subsection
IV-B (with the consideration of already scheduled links by
adjacent coordinators) and broadcasts a scheduling packet in
its scheduling slot to announce the scheduling information
to nodes inside its cell and to its adjacent coordinators. The
scheduled links perform data transmissions during data time
slots as scheduled by cell coordinators and announced during
scheduling slots. Every node puts its radio interface in the
sleep mode when it is not transmiting/receiving a scheduling,
data or request packet to save energy.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Consider area of 19 hexagonal cells as illustrated in Figure
7. There are N nodes randomly distributed over the area. The
destination node of each link is randomly selected from the
nodes within distance dmax from the source node. The ranges
of feasible transmission power level, target interference power
4An interesting future work is to consider increasing ra to enlarge the area
that each coordinator acquires the information of scheduled transmissions,
and thus to enable scheduling single-hop transmission between two nodes
with distance larger than rg (i.e., when single-hop source and destination
nodes are not in a cell or adjacent cells).
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Fig. 9. Optimal transmission power, target interference level and SINR versus θ as link distance dll (m) varies.
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Fig. 10. Asymptotic spectrum efficiency and energy consumption per bit versus θ as link distance
dll (m) varies.
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Fig. 11. Throughput and energy consumption of
proposed scheme as θ varies with saturated data
traffic at all nodes (N = 400).
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Frame length 100 ms c 0.0001
Data time slot 1 ms α 3.4
Scheduling time slot 1 ms dmax 20 m
Contention time slot 1 ms Bandwidth 2 MHz
Number of data slots 90 γmax 100 mW
Number of scheduling slots 7 γmin 1 mW
Number of contention slots 3 Imax -45 dB
Data packet length 1 ms Imin -80 dB
Scheduling packet length 1 ms ηmax 30 dB
Beacon interval 100 ms ηmin 6 dB
ATIM size 224 bits Rs 6 Mbps
ATIM-ACK size 112 bits Γc 1.25 W
Mini-slot 20 µs ga 10
SIFS 10 µs Γ0 0 W
PHY preamble 72 µs CWmin 15
Scheduling size for a transmission 200 bits CWmax 1023
Request packet size 160 bits
level and SINR value for a link are provided in Table I based
on IEEE 802.11 standard [26]. We set the energy consumption
per bit constraint, Eˆl = θ × minEl for every link l, where
θ ≥ 1. Thus, θ = 1 corresponds to setting transmission power
and target interference power for lowest energy consumption
per bit in each link, while as θ increases, the energy con-
sumption constraint is relaxed and the transmission power and
target interference of a link are determined based on the values
that provide highest asymptotic spectrum efficiency. Figure 9
shows the optimal transmission power, target interference level
and SINR of a link versus θ as the link distance varies. The
corresponding asymptotic spectrum efficiency and the energy
consumption per bit are depicted in Figures 10(a) and 10(b)
respectively. Figure 9(b) shows that the calculated optimal
target inference level is always much larger than the thermal
noise power level5, which conforms with the assumption of
interference dominated network used in Section III. According
to Figure 9(c), the SINR is set to the highest value for a
link when the objective is to minimize energy consumption
per bit (i.e., θ = 1). However, the optimal SINR value to
maximize the asymptotic spectrum efficiency when the energy
consumption constraint is weakened is always about 8 dB,
independent of the link distance.
We evaluate the performance of our proposed scheduling
and transmission power control scheme via simulation. The
following metrics are used as performance measure to compare
different schemes:
1) Throughput: Throughput is defined as the summation
of all transmitted data bits per second, weighted by the
transmitted distance [27];
2) Energy consumption: Energy consumption is defined as
the ratio of total energy consumed in the nodes to the
total number of transmitted data bits. Similar metrics are
also used in [1], [5]–[8];
3) Scheduling efficiency: According to (6), the spectrum
efficiency for transmission distance d is bounded by R˜ =
1/d2×maxG(·). Thus, the summation of all transmitted
data bits per second, weighted by the second power of
5Thermal noise power is about -101 dBm per 20 MHz.
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Fig. 12. Throughput of different schemes as network traffic load and number of nodes vary.
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the transmitted distance,
∑
lRld
2
ll ≤ maxG(·) × A,
where A denotes the area size and the equality holds
under asymptotic optimal scheduling and transmission
power control. Therefore, we define scheduling effi-
ciency as the ratio
∑
lRld
2
ll/(maxG(·)×A).
The performance metrics are evaluated based on the transmit-
ted data and energy consumption of the nodes in an inner
region of the network area to eliminate edge effects. Links
with source nodes located inside the 7 central hexagonal cells
(of the 19 hexagonal cells) in Figure 7 and all coordinator
nodes inside this area are considered in evaluating the perfor-
mance metrics6. We compare the performance of our proposed
scheme with IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC with and without power
saving and with optimized transmission power levels and
carrier sensing threshold based on the analysis provided in
[9], [10]. Also, we examine the effectiveness of each strategy
that we use for determining transmission power and target
interference power levels and for link scheduling by evaluating
the throughput without the strategy. The compared schemes are
as follows:
1) The proposed scheme, denoted by “Proposed”;
2) “P - γmax”, “P - Imin” and “P - arb. γ, I”, representing
proposed scheme when the product of transmission
power and target interference power is not maintained at
a fixed value, but respectively the transmission power is
set to the maximum value, the target interference level
6This is because nodes at the edge of simulated network area experience
less interference from their adjacent nodes, as the simulated area is bounded.
Therefore, performance of nodes in the inner part of the simulated area should
be considered to evaluate the actual network performance.
is set to the minimum value and the transmission power
and target interference level are chosen arbitrary;
3) “P - ran. sch.”, representing the proposed scheme when
the link scheduling by coordinators at each scheduling
step is not according to the link scheduling algorithm
described by (20), instead a link and a data slot are
randomly selected from the set of links and slots that
can be scheduled;
4) “best-DCF” and “best-PSM”, representing the DCF
MAC of IEEE 802.11 in ad hoc mode without and
with power saving mode respectively, with optimized
transmission power levels and carrier sensing threshold
based on the analysis provided in [9] and with optimized
ATIM window size7.
In each scheme, all control and signaling packets are transmit-
ted using signaling rate Rs, which requires minimum SINR
ηmin during entire packet transmission time for successful
reception at the destination. Data packets are transmitted using
variable bit rate which is optimized for each link based on
the statistics of SINR at destination during past transmitted
packets to obtain highest average link data rate. A data packet
is successfully received if the SINR at the destination node
during the entire packet transmission time is not less than
the required SINR for the used data transmission rate. The
data packet duration is 1 ms in each scheme and the data
packet header and ACK packet overheads are neglected in
every scheme. Data packets are generated according to a
Poisson process in each source node. The network load is
7The ATIM window size in power saving mode is optimized for highest
total network throughput using a brute force simulation of IEEE 802.11 DCF
MAC with different ATIM window sizes.
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defined as the aggregate bit generation rate in all nodes in
the entire network area and is equally distributed among all
nodes. Nodes are randomly distributed over the network area
and the destination of each node is randomly selected from
one of neighboring nodes within distance dm. We evaluate
the performance of different schemes using our developed
simulations in MATLAB for the following scenarios:
1) Static network – Nodes do not move over the simulation
time. The simulations are performed for five seconds
of the channel time and the performance metrics are
averaged over five different random realization of the
network;
2) Mobile network – Nodes move and network topology
varies over the simulation time. Node i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}
moves with speed vi ∈ [0, 2] m/s and along direction
φi ∈ [−pi, pi], which are randomly selected for each node
with uniform distributions. When the distance between a
source and a destination increases to larger than dm, the
source node will randomly chooses another destination
node. Each node periodically (every one second) reports
its current location to the coordinator by transmitting a
control packet during contention slots. The simulations
are performed for 50 seconds of channel time.
Other simulation parameters are given in Table I.
Figures 11-15 show the performance of different schemes
in a static network. Figure 11 shows throughput versus energy
consumption of the proposed scheme as the energy con-
sumption per bit constraint varies. The energy consumption
including only consumed energy during data slots (without
considering energy consumed during scheduling slots and
contention slots) is also plotted in the figure. According to
Figure 11, as the energy consumption constraints vary from
no constrains to the minimum energy consumption per bit
constraints in every link, the network throughput is decreased
by 38% and energy consumption is reduced by 18%, while the
energy consumption for data transmissions/receptions only is
reduced by 37%.
Figure 12 shows the throughput using different schemes,
as network traffic load and number of nodes change. The
data transmission rate of the nodes using different schemes
are depicted in figure 13. The proposed scheme provides
about 40% higher throughput than best-DCF and best-PSM.
Figure 12(a) shows the effectiveness of the strategies used for
choosing transmission power and target interference power of
the links and for link scheduling in our proposed scheme.
Figure 13 compares the data transmission rate of the nodes
using different schemes. In each scheme, nodes are sorted
based on data transmission rate and the horizonal line shows
node index. It is observed that the proposed scheme pro-
vides better fairness compared to best-DCF and best-PSM,
as the link scheduling algorithm in the proposed scheme
is to maintain fairness while efficiently choosing concurrent
transmissions in each data slot.
The energy consumption using different schemes, as net-
work traffic load and number of nodes change are shown in
Figure 14. The energy consumption of the proposed scheme
is less than 10% of best-DCF and about 20% of best-PSM.
Figure 15 compares the scheduling efficiency using different
schemes. The scheduling efficiency of the proposed scheme is
about 35% higher than best-DCF and best-PSM. Indeed, the
scheduling efficiency of our proposed scheme is about 70%
of the asymptotic optimal scheduling and transmission power
control. The achieved scheduling efficiency is about 78% in
data slots, as 90% of slots are data slots and the rest are
scheduling and contention slots in the proposed scheme.
The performance of different schemes in a mobile scenario
is evaluated in Figure 16. The proposed scheme provides
about 30% higher throughput compared to best-DCF and best-
PSM. The energy consumption per transmitted data bit using
proposed scheme is less than 20% of the existing schemes.
Also, the scheduling efficiency using the proposed scheme is
about 30% higher than the existing schemes.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study joint scheduling and transmission
power control for spectrum and energy efficient communica-
tion in a wireless ad hoc network. We analyze the asymptotic
optimal joint scheduling and transmission power control, and
determine the maximum spectrum efficiency, subject to an
energy efficiency constraint. Based on the asymptotic analysis,
we propose a scheduling and transmission power control
scheme to maximize spectrum and energy efficiencies in a
practical network. A transmission power level and a target
interference power level are determined for each link based on
the asymptotic optimal values. Concurrent links are scheduled
for transmission such that the actual level of interference
at each destination node is close to its target interference
level. We present a distributed MAC framework to implement
the proposed scheme based on local network information.
Simulation results show that the proposed scheme provides
about 40% higher throughput than existing schemes. The
energy consumption of the proposed scheme is less than
20% of existing schemes. Also, the scheduling efficiency of
proposed scheme is 70% of the asymptotic optimal solution,
which is about 35% higher than existing schemes.
APPENDIX
In this section, we discuss solving (8) using the method of
Lagrangian multipliers. The Lagrangian of (8) can be written
as
L(rg, γ, µ1, µ2) =
1
d2
× log2
(
1 + F (
rg
d )
)
3
√
3
2 ×
( rg
d
)2
+µ1× ( 2Γc + gaγ
log2
(
1 + F (
rg
d )
) − Eˆ) +µ2× (−F (rg
d
) + ηmin).
(22)
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Fig. 16. Performance of different schemes in a mobile network scenario as network traffic load varies (N = 400, θ =∞).
Thus, the KKT conditions can be written as
∂L
∂rg
=
3
√
3
2 ×(
rg
d )
2
loge 2×(1+F (
rg
d )
× ∂F (
rg
d )
∂rg
− 3
√
3rg
d2 log2
(
1 + F (
rg
d )
)
27rg4
4d2
−µ1×
(2Γc + gaγ)× loge 2× ∂F (
rg
d )
∂rg(
log2
(
1 + F (
rg
d )
) )2 × (1 + F ( rgd ))−µ2×
∂F (
rg
d )
∂rg
= 0;
∂L
∂γ
= µ1 × ga
log2
(
1 + F (
rg
d )
) = 0 ;
µ1 × ( 2Γc + gaγ
log2
(
1 + F (
rg
d )
) − Eˆ) = 0;
µ2 × (−F (rg
d
) + ηmin);
µ1, µ2 ≥ 0. (23)
The partial derivative ∂F (rg/d)/∂rg in (23) can be calculated
using (4). Finally, the optimal solution can be calculated by
examining stationary points in (23).
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